Dear Parents,

To support the classroom Unit of Study ‘Decisions, Decisions’, we are planning to go to the Immigration Museum on Thursday 9th September, where our students will go through the “passport plus” experience. The experience will enhance our students understanding of some contemporary political issues. As well as visiting the Immigration Museum, the students will go to the Eureka Tower to view Melbourne’s skyline with an emphasis on political landmarks.

Please return the signed permission slip to school no later than Friday 3rd September. The cost of this incursion is included as part of the excursion levy.

Yours sincerely,

Colm Feeney, Sue La Brooy & Scott Zachariassen

Level Four Teachers

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

JELLS PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL EXCURSION PERMISSION
‘Immigration Museum’ Excursion

Please complete and return to the Class Teacher by Friday 3rd September, 2010. I hereby give permission for my child __________________ in Grade 5 to attend the excursion ‘Immigration Museum’ on Thursday 9th September 2010. In the event of accident or illness, I authorise the teacher-in-charge of this excursion to consent, where it is impracticable to communicate with me, to my child receiving such medical or surgical treatment as may be deemed necessary.

I wish to be considered as a Parent Assistant for this activity □ (please tick)
I have a current ‘Working with Children Check’ □ (please tick)

SIGNATURE: _____________________________ DATE: ________________
(parent/guardian)

EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION FOR Thursday 9th September

CONTACT NAME 1: _____________________________ Phone No. ____________

CONTACT NAME 2: _____________________________ Phone No. ____________